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To start with I have a weird question for you

all because:
I do offer my books to you for free, but I hope

you would like to review the boogeyman
beater club on google or the boogeyman beater

club or boogeyman beater club books on
amazon. boogeyman…

Just in your own language or your own
thoughts you had with that book because The

supreme boogeyman or the supreme
boogeyman is only a children's book author if I
can learn from my mistakes and I can save you

from nightmares!
Because life is sometimes not too easy for a
child or even a bogeyman, but if the children
can remain children then we bogeymen have

done our job with kind regards the entire
boogeyman beater club!
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This is the second boogeyman beater club

booklet that, just like where kings are born,
consists of 1 story, and not of several parts!
We all want something different sometimes
and although growing up seems so beautiful

and so tough sometimes it is better to remain a
child because I am small myself, even though
De opper boogeyman sounds very big, I am

also just like you, the little readers / listeners
of my boogeyman knocker club booklets!

So I wish you a lot of fun with this booklet and
hopefully we will understand at the very end

why I called this booklet a new beginning!
Because we start this booklet with Ben and

Ben is like so many a stubborn student at the
school of many trial and error ...
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Chapter 1
here it starts
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Ben is a student who still has a lot to learn, but

he knows the trade of mischief through and
through and with that he often gets into

trouble but also out of it again, just like when
he daubed the teacher's car with putty!

That doesn't just go off, no matter how hard
you scrub, it doesn't just go off...

So he often sits with the director for that and
the director also has to pay for it, such as

putting a thumbtack on his chair and when he
sat down aaaaauuuuwie!!

Ben's pranks are well known everywhere and
everyone runs away from him simply because

they're afraid of what he can do...
Because he doesn't back down from anything,
not even his parents, the mischief goes on and

on until one day he wakes up having had a
huge nightmare, one that you should forget as
soon as possible but that will stay with you for

so long...
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One that separates the ogre from the book
zero and one that makes even the greatest

demon or any other supernatural being
tremble.

A nightmare about vampires in the dark night
who, looking for blood, devour every human

and animal with the greatest of ease..
With trembling hands he brushes his teeth and

washes his face before going to school.
But even at school, the extra driven vampires

are waiting for him!
He sees the yellow glow in their eyes where
they quickly change to a blood red color and
hungry look 1 walks towards him and turns
into smoke when he is almost with him just

disappeared into the air..
He hears the bell for a new school day and
frightened he walks through all the hungry
and bloodthirsty vampires on his way to his

classroom, but even the students have turned
into the hungry undead!
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All his boyfriends and girlfriends have turned

into those bloodsuckers!
And while the people run for life outside the
school building, the classmates lick their lips

and show their fangs…
Hunger shines from them when they brush
their tongues over their lips and when the

fangs seem to get bigger and bigger!
Even the girls who never saw him look at him

in love and want to taste his blood and want to
suck him dry until the last drop of blood has

disappeared in their stomachs….

But Ben is much but not stupid as the
classmates slowly approach screaming and the
Roman soon grabs him and Rosalie sniffs his

neck. But when the teacher taps the
blackboard with his big fingers, they leave him

alone...
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Ben looks around and he sees that the

bloodthirsty vampires are all staring quietly
ahead at the teacher and the blackboard where

the nails scrape against the board with a
hellish squeaking sound…

All the classmates put their hands over their
ears as the beeping goes on for hours, and

then there's a thud.
Everyone looks back and sees that Anne has

passed out while snoring on her desk.
All classmates are impressed except Ben

because he has discovered a new weapon and
that is the first one but for example garlic and
other things like wooden bars and crosses and

other things even…
But where he didn't think about sound and

how exactly about sunlight? Because they just
walk around in the middle of the day in the full

sun........
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Chapter 2
Here it goes

further!
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He immediately realized that, so the garlic, the
wooden bars and crosses, he also has to think

about whether that is really true…
Anyway, the sound works so far.. He's high in
his mind when the bell rings for recess and as

everyone sprints out like a vampire in dire
need, he walks leisurely to the music room...

He hears all the vampires screaming and
running and stomping and laughing and he
scratches his head again wondering if he is

doing the right thing... He is the only human,
or so it seems..

All his friends have changed, the people who
were left have changed and he wonders what

the added value is in fighting them.
He wonders if it is the right thing because they

have also left him alone..
Why would he do this?

Why does he have to be the only human in this
world? Why if they can change him too and he

can join them?
Maybe that's even a much better idea!
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But that idea quickly vanishes when he thinks

of all the people he's going to hurt and the
beasts he's going to hurt and then the

realization dawns that he's the only human left
to stop this terror… And he starts with sound
as a weapon because it looked like it worked!

So he grabs an electric guitar and plugs it into
the amp and plays the best solo of his life, the
one that frees him from the first vampires…
The first liberating emergency sounds like a
car accident and the rest like a chain collision

that sends the vampires screaming to dust one
by one…

He sees a portable amp and he plugs in his
new best friend, ready to get into some

mischief!
First he takes some batteries from the

cupboard and then he throws the warlock over
his shoulder and clips the amplifier to his

pocket.
Then he walks the guitar like a rock star

through the corridors recreating the howling
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notes of an evil wolf as the vampires go

screaming one by one to the ground and are
swept to dust by the wind… He plays the stars

of the sky and keeps playing as a true blues
legend!

And while more and more false notes are being
played away by the most beautiful notes on

this globe, the redeeming notes!
The vampires seem to get angrier and angrier
until 1 gets hold of his guitar and takes it away

after which all vampires shoot at him like a
cannonball and grab hold of him and sink their

teeth into his neck.

He feels a sting and he feels his blood being
drained, then 1 more and 1 more and then life
feels light where it felt heavy before and the
lights go out until he wakes up in a dark cold

environment…
The Warden's room, who introduces himself as

Hayno the Supreme Vampire!
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His hands are long and his fingers are bone
while long nails stick out and scrape against

the wall with a hellish sound!
Ben is frightened by the form Hayno has as he
approaches and opens his cloak the clothes are

old and worn and when he walks he seems to
float through the air, a true elderly vampire..

And a true director as stately bossy and
authoritarian if they can be!

Hayno shouts the words|:
Klontoyano-boogitory-boogitory-boogitariya

nopity-boogitoriyona!
Out and the fallen vampires all come back from
the ashes risen and as they are formed like the

vampire they once were with the same
bloodlust as before but something has

changed because Ben is no more Ben is that
scared kid with that lovely pulse no more he is

one of them, a vampire!
But his eyes are different from theirs. He has

red eyes that light up like a laser beam…
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And a mischievous look that can even frighten

the supreme vampire….
This vampire is up to something and they all

notice... This vampire is different and does not
intend to be stopped by his friends and or

family!
This is the vampire of vampires in the undead
world that is playing now, but above all this

vampire is naughty and naughty!
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Chapter 3
And even
further!
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And everyone will find out too! Because this

vampire won't stop clearing up the vampiria in
a vampiric vampire world full of leech and

other vampire things like………….
Fill that in yourself!!

Even the greatest vampire of the vampireians
wouldn't be able to handle him and the

supreme vampire himself leaves him alone
after looking into those red eyes that glow like

a brake light or a great tail light!
He blinks his eyes and he's gone! Gone in a
cloud of smoke in search of his first victim!

He runs along the bike path at the fastest
speed and while running he takes the paving

stones with him, leaving a hole in the bike path
right in the middle and when those red eyes

blink again the light goes out!
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Then an unsuspecting vampire cycles up and

when Ben raises his hand and the cycling
vampire looks around, he lies with a breakneck

pace and sniffs hard, then Ben calmly walks
over to him and, laughing and grinning, hits his

head, causing him to crush the vampire in 1
blow pulverized and it goes up in flames!

Then the light returns and Ben has a new idea,
he comes up with the idea of   pulling 8 paving
stones from the sidewalk and quickly digging
a hole as deep as China and returning the tiles

with 16 small and fragile planks to lay!
The first group of vampires is already

approaching and they are still acting tough but
they will soon die when they fall into the trap

Mwuhahahahahaha!
But unfortunately they walk over the tiles
with the greatest of ease and seem to float

over the paving!
Ben doesn't give up and gets mad at himself

after all the hard work he's put in!
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Again he tries the same but this time he makes
the sidewalk slippery and slippery by leading

green soap in a trail on the ground to the
trap…..

And again a group of vampires comes and this
group is even bigger than the previous one and

even tougher than the last one but this time
the plan works and Ben laughs completely

drowsy when they do everything they can to
stay upright under the green soap but Piece

by piece:
Plow, plough, plough, plough, plough, plough,

plough, plough fall into the giant hole!
1 more tries to turn into a cloud of smoke and
escape the hole by changing back on the other
side, but the remaining green soap under his

feet creates the very last:
Ploef!

Ben can't believe his eyes and has to hold his
stomach with laughter!
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This is great bullying the undead a bit while

being the same yourself in the same situation
that you yourself have been in!

You know yourself!
Then he hears a hummer speed by with maybe
8 tough vampires in it, one even tougher than

the other, because the clothes make the
vampire and they all have a leather jacket and

chains that go from their jacket to their pants…
But Ben doesn't take it too seriously when

they stop right in front of him and honk and
then drive off again..

He laughs to himself and as a vampire you are
tough and rough and evil and rough but above

all strong and faster than a hummer! And
when the fast tough vampires hit the gas he

holds the hummer so it doesn't move forward!
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Chapter 4
FROAnd further!
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The tires squeal and the smoke from the burnt
rubber can already be seen and smelled while
Ben keeps holding the hummer, the squealing

tires soon turn into screeching whining
sounds, when the car tire is completely burned

and the hummer is gone on nothing but the
rims trying to drive…

The sparks can be seen as Ben lets go of the
hummer and it lurches across the tarmac to

land in the trap of first with both front
wheels…..

PLOEF!
The windows of the hummer all shatter with a

hellish sound:

jingle jingle jingle jingle jingle jingle!
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The angry vampires all get out of the hummer

one by one to end up in the hole one by one,
after which the hummer also falls on them!

Ben loosens his jaw and there's a laugh they
heard a block away!

And yes, there come the vampires already an
army of them all angry and rough and tough
and furious! A gigantic army of the undead

coming his way with a vengeance, and then the
hummer is thrown into the hole by the

vampires just as 20 or so vampires approach:

SPLETSPLATSPLOTS!

The army soon turns against the fallen
vampires and it looks like one bum after

another tries to climb out of the giant hole as
they get knocked down and kicked by an army!

Ben tries to hold back his laughter because
that's kind of neat and he doesn't feel like
taking on 500 vampires right now so he

decides to just join the kicking vampire folk!
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And with every kick he gives, the tough

vampires point at him and try to say it's his
fault, but just like with humans, there's always

someone stronger or tougher than you!
And 500 or so vampires don't listen as they

jump into the hole and rip the leather vampires
apart one by one....

Then the hummer makes a screeching high and
shrill noise and Ben thinks to get out of here
so he quickly runs away as the 500 vampires

all stand transfixed with their hands over their
ears and all turn to smoke!!

That turned out to be a blessing in disguise
and a probing accident….


